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Abstract Juno’s “Perijove 1” (27 August 2016) and “Perijove 3” (11 December 2016) flybys through the innermost region of Jupiter’s magnetosphere (radial distances <2 Jovian radii, 1.06 RJ at closest approach) provided the first in situ look at this region’s radiation environment. Juno’s Radiation Monitoring Investigation collected particle counts and noise signatures from penetrating high-energy particle impacts in images acquired by the Stellar Reference Unit and Advanced Stellar Compass star trackers, and the Jupiter Infrared Auroral Mapper infrared imager. This coordinated observation campaign sampled radiation at the inner edges of the high-latitude lobes of the synchrotron emission region and more distant environments. Inferred omnidirectional >5 MeV and >10 MeV electron fluxes derived from these measurements provide valuable constraints for models of relativistic electron environments in the inner radiation belts. Several intense bursts of high-energy particle counts were also observed by the Advanced Stellar Compass in polar regions outside the radiation belts.

1. Introduction

Jupiter’s inner magnetosphere (<5 RJ, radial distance from Jupiter’s center) is largely unexplored. Our understanding of the relativistic electron population within the inner radiation belts has been guided by in situ measurements obtained during three prior missions and remote observations of synchrotron emission [Bolton et al. (2004) provide a general review]. Inside ~3.5 RJ, “the synchrotron region,” synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons contributes to the Jovian radio emission [Carr et al., 1983]. Earth-based observations of synchrotron emission have been used since the 1950s to study the spatial and energy distributions of high-energy electrons in the inner radiation belts. A structure of intense emission near the magnetic equator (~1.5 RJ) as well as high-latitude lobes has been observed. Synchrotron emission provides constraints for models of pitch angle distributions and electron energy spectra and gives hints about the physical mechanisms governing the distributions. However, interferometric image resolution is typically ≥~0.25 RJ and removing Jovian thermal emission from the higher-frequency data (from electrons greater than several tens of MeV) is challenging. Therefore, the finer structure remains unclear and in situ measurements provide important checks.

In 1973 Pioneer 10 sampled energetic particles during a low inclination flyby inward to 2.85 RJ, Pioneer 11 measured energetic particles during its high inclination flyby, passing to within ~1.6 RJ of Jupiter in 1974 (~13° latitude at closest approach), and the Galileo probe sampled energetic particles along its approximately equatorial trajectory into Jupiter’s atmosphere in 1995 [Bolton et al., 2004; Fischer et al., 1996] (data from the two Galileo orbiter passes inside 2.5 RJ have been difficult to use [Garrett et al., 2012]). However, these three encounters provide limited coverage of this complex environment. No nonequatorial in situ data have previously been collected inside 1.6 RJ. The inner edge of Jupiter’s radiation belts is almost entirely unsampled. Juno’s unprecedented polar orbit enables such data collection at high magnetic latitudes,
through the inner edges of the high-latitude lobes of the synchrotron region, and to within 1.06 \( R_J \) at periapsis. Juno’s 32 planned science orbits with \( \pm 12^\circ \) longitude separation will provide extensive sampling of energetic particles within Jupiter’s innermost radiation belts (1.06–2 \( R_J \)) and polar regions, greatly adding to our knowledge of these populations.

Juno’s Radiation Monitoring (RM) Investigation acquires profiles of Jupiter’s \( > 10 \) MeV electron environment using a novel measurement approach. The investigation collects the noise signatures from penetrating relativistic electrons which are visible in the images of Juno’s heavily shielded star cameras and science instruments. Impacts by penetrating charged particles cause ionization of the focal plane array material which creates elevated signal levels in clusters of pixels around each “hit.” RM actively collects these observables in collaborative observation campaigns, collecting “radiation images” and penetrating particle counts at targeted locations within the magnetosphere during each of Juno’s perijove passes. Instruments contributing to the campaigns include the spacecraft Stellar Reference Unit (SRU), the Magnetic Field Investigation’s Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC) camera head D imager [Connerney et al., 2017], and the Jupiter Infrared Auroral Mapper (JIRAM) infrared imager [Adriani et al., 2014]. A combination of onboard and ground-based image processing is used to extract the characteristic signatures of penetrating high-energy electrons (Figure 1) and derive count rates to characterize the external environment [Becker et al., 2017]. In this letter we discuss the first high-latitude sampling of \( > 10 \) MeV electrons at the innermost edge of the Jovian radiation belts and observations of high-energy penetrators in Jupiter’s polar regions during Juno’s Perijove 1 and Perijove 3 flybys.

2. Methodology

Geant4 shielding analysis [Allison et al., 2006] was performed for each instrument to characterize the penetration efficiencies of omnidirectional high-energy electrons and protons as a function of their external energy (before entering the instrument). These probabilities were interpolated over energy and integrated using modeled Jovian environment spectra from Garrett et al. [2005], Divine and Garrett [1983], and Garrett et al. [2003] to assess instrument count rate response in similar environments. We also assessed smaller energy regimes within modeled spectra to see how each external energy “bin” contributed to the total count (accounting for contributions by primaries and secondaries). This revealed the higher-energy regimes which make the dominant contributions to the overall count, allowing us to identify an approximate energy channel and count rate metric for each instrument. The metrics allow the external electron flux to be inferred from the count rates of noise events observed in the respective images (Table 1). We assume that penetrating ions contribute negligible counts given their expected intensities under the shielding.

The spectra from the cited models are not without uncertainty as they are based on limited samples from integral channels no higher than \( > 31 \) MeV, and pitch angle distributions were adjusted to qualitatively match ground observed synchrotron emission. However, an initial assumption using plausible models was necessary to establish a baseline calibration to seed the interpretation of our data. While RM count rates are
independent of this issue, environment model uncertainties are present within our baseline metrics used to convert count rates to external integral fluxes.

Simultaneous observations gathered by RM instruments provide comparative spectral information due to differing spectral sensitivities brought about by significant differences in instrument shielding (Figure 2). RM instruments detect penetrating electrons from rather broad energy channels (>5 MeV and >10 MeV) and a distribution of penetration efficiency energy “bins” exists within each channel. The fractional contribution to the total count rate by a given energy bin will vary as the spectral hardness of the ambient particle population changes. Simultaneous measurements provide the opportunity to study these higher external energies by comparing the responses of the different instruments at the same sampling locations. ASC count rates are significantly influenced by the >20 MeV electron population, whereas the SRU exhibits a more gradual increase in sensitivity to higher energies due to its very different shielding configuration. JIRAM is relatively more sensitive at energies <10 MeV and provides added information about this part of the external spectra.

### 3. Observations

The SRU, ASC, and JIRAM imagers made coordinated measurements of the Jovian radiation environment during Juno’s first science pass over the poles and through the inner magnetosphere on 27 August 2016 (Figure 3a). ASC particle count data (an onboard count of the transient radiation signatures detected within each image field) were collected with 4 Hz sampling throughout the passage. Six SRU image samples were collected at targeted opportunities within the inner magnetosphere and polar regions (Figure 3b). The significantly lower SRU sampling rate is due to constraints levied by its primary engineering function (to support spacecraft attitude determination). Fifty-one JIRAM images were collected during the observation period, including six coincident with SRU image collection.

| Table 1. Approximate Energy Channels and Measurement Ranges of Juno RM Instruments [Becker et al., 2017]| |
|---------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Instrument | Energy Sensitivity (Electrons) | Measurement Range (Count Rate) | Inferred External Omnidirectional Flux (el cm⁻² s⁻¹) |
| SRU CCD imager | >10 MeV | 4E2–1.6E7 (counts per cm² of CCD area s⁻¹) | 2E4–1E9 |
| JIRAM HgCdTe focal plane array infrared imager | >5 MeV | 4E5–1E7 (penetrating events s⁻¹) | 1.2E6–3E7 |
| ASC CCD imager (onboard particle counter) | >10 MeV | 600–10,000 (reported CCD impacts per image) | 3E5–5E6 |

Lower energies are expected to make a relatively small contribution to the count rate in hard spectral environments. Measurement ranges apply for nominal 1 s JIRAM imager exposures and 125 ms single field ASC imaging. Quoted ASC and JIRAM ranges are very conservative; quantitative measurements outside these ranges may be possible following additional calibrations.

![Figure 2. Comparison of spectral sensitivities of the ASC, SRU, and JIRAM. Probabilities for omnidirectional high-energy electrons to penetrate instrument shielding and create image noise events ("penetration efficiencies") have been normalized to the value at 10 MeV for each instrument.](image-url)
Perijove 3 did not include JIRAM science observations due to a spacecraft engineering issue related to onboard JIRAM data management. SRU and ASC data were collected. Figure 3c shows Perijove 3 SRU imaging locations within the period of ~16:15 to 18:00 UTC on 11 December 2016. In addition to 4 Hz ASC particle count sampling, ASC images collected at the times of SRU imaging were retrieved during Perijove 3 for context.

**Figure 3.** (a) Juno’s 27 August 2016 “Perijove 1” trajectory. Times are in UTC with tick marks at 15 min intervals. Juno’s range at closest approach (12:50:44 UTC) was 1.06 RJ, 4147 km from the cloud tops. Colored contours are >10 MeV electron fluxes from Santos-Costa and Bolton [2008]. Perijove 1 was a first look at territory not sampled by prior in situ instruments (trajectories shown). Markers indicate the range of the Pioneer 11 spacecraft at its closest approach (CA), and the last sample collected by the Galileo Probe. (b and c) SRU image collection locations (white dots) along Juno’s Perijove 1 and Perijove 3 science passes. Flux density of synchrotron emission is shown (~21 cm, averaged over 20° of longitude) for context. Synchrotron map projections [after Santos-Costa et al., 2014] are for the central meridian longitude corresponding to the System III West longitude of the spacecraft near the time of the magnetic equator crossing of each flyby (crossing times shown in lower left corners of maps). Magnetic field lines highlighting peak emissions are plotted for L = 1.3, 1.5, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 3 and were calculated using the VIP4 magnetic field model [Connerney et al., 1998]. SRU image collection was targeted to occur as Juno grazed the inner edges of the high-latitude lobes of the synchrotron region. Positive X axes point toward the observer throughout.

Perijove 3 did not include JIRAM science observations due to a spacecraft engineering issue related to onboard JIRAM data management. SRU and ASC data were collected. Figure 3c shows Perijove 3 SRU imaging locations within the period of ~16:15 to 18:00 UTC on 11 December 2016. In addition to 4 Hz ASC particle count sampling, ASC images collected at the times of SRU imaging were retrieved during Perijove 3 for
SRU observation times up to and including Juno’s passage through the northern high-latitude lobe of the synchrotron region. Ground processing of the ASC images confirmed the count rates reported by the ASC on board particle counting algorithms at the same sampling times.

3.1. Perijove 1 Results

Figure 4 shows inferred omnidirectional $>5$ MeV and $>10$ MeV electron fluxes as a function of time derived from JIRAM, ASC, and SRU measurements collected during Perijove 1. Fluxes inferred from the three instruments are remarkably consistent. Rapid changes in flux are observed at high-latitude locations where Juno transits quickly between large L shells and the trapped radiation belts (e.g., 12:13). Fluxes decrease near the orbits of Io and Amalthea and increase radially inward of each satellite’s orbital radius. Similar behavior is seen a bit more subtly near the orbit of Thebe. Such microsignatures are expected due to satellite absorption and are predicted by the model of Santos-Costa and Bolton [2008], for instance. Similar dips and peaks were observed in the Pioneer electron flux data [Fillius, 1976] and Galileo probe data [Fischer et al., 1996], attributed to satellite absorption (sweeping) effects [Fillius, 1976]. ASC detected fluxes above its background noise level until 12:35 UTC when Juno reached a range of $1.18 R_J$ (dipole magnetic latitude $37.6^\circ$). Detection of above background count rates resumed outbound from closest approach (CA) at 13:00 UTC ($1.1 R_J$, dipole magnetic latitude $-21.2^\circ$).
In Figure 4 we compare RM electron fluxes to omnidirectional >10 MeV electron fluxes predicted by the physical model of Santos-Costa and Bolton [2008] (grey curves) and the empirical model of Garrett et al. [2005] (pink curves). Differences are observed. The measurements were generally found to be lower than predicted fluxes within the synchrotron region. The discrepancies are largest for spacecraft locations <1.3 RJ corresponding approximately to calculated L shells inside the orbit of Amalthea.

An intense radiation peak was observed in the ASC particle counter data at 13:35:45 UTC. It was accompanied by detection of many bright objects (as yet unidentified) in the field of view of all four ASC camera heads, though not precisely at the same instant; the camera heads scan two distinct directions in the sky. This event occurred as the spacecraft was transiting the southern polar region outbound from Perijove 1 (1.8 RJ – 71.8° dipole magnetic latitude) and coincides with an intense, asymmetric bidirectional electron beam identified by Juno’s Jupiter Energetic Particle Detector Instrument (JEDI) [Mauk et al., 2014] at the same time [Mauk et al., 2017]. JEDI investigators noted that the beam occurred near the statistical main auroral oval and appeared to be quite spectrally hard. Neither SRU nor JIRAM images were collected at this particular location; however, a JIRAM image collected immediately following at 13:36:07 UTC contained penetrating particle signatures at a relatively low level, below the calibrated measurement range.

3.2. Perijove 3 Results

Figure 4b shows derived >10 MeV electron fluxes as a function of time from ASC particle counter measurements and SRU images collected during Perijove 3. Times during which the spacecraft traversed L shells associated with the Jovian satellites and ring are indicated as in Figure 4a, along with omnidirectional >10 MeV electron flux model predictions. Similar dips in flux were observed in the vicinities of Io and Amalthea, followed by small peaks inside their respective orbits. As observed with Perijove 1, RM measurements during Perijove 3 indicated lower than anticipated electron fluxes in the innermost radiation belts. In contrast to the model predictions, ASC particle counts dropped off to the background noise level at 16:53 at a range of 1.12 RJ and no radiation above the noise level was detected by the ASC in the equatorial region near closest approach (CA at 17:03:40; 1.06 RJ, 5.7° latitude, 5.5° System III (SIII) west longitude). This is consistent with the energetic electron flux measurements of the Galileo probe energetic particle instrument [Fischer et al., 1996] which showed a disappearance of particles inside ~1.25 RJ at a similar SIII west longitude (4.94°W longitude, 6.53° latitude at time of probe entry according to Bell [1996]). The SRU image collected at 17:02:11.981 (1.06 RJ, 9.5° latitude, 4.6° SIII west longitude) confirmed the absence of detectable high-energy electron flux in this region. The ASC resumed particle detection outbound from periapsis at 17:15, at ranges >1.12 RJ. The absence of most ASC data points between 16:53 and 17:15 in Figure 4b is due to the filtering out of samples contaminated by straylight.

The ASC again reported intense bursts of penetrating particle counts as Juno transited Jupiter’s polar regions during the Perijove 3 flyby. Events were observed in the north at 15:40 and from ~15:54 to 16:17, as well as at 17:38 soon after exiting the radiation belts in the south.

4. Discussion and Summary

The differences seen between the model predictions and RM’s inferred >10 MeV electron flux measurements suggest that RM measurements will be very beneficial in improving our understanding of electron energy spectra and pitch angle distributions close to the planet. Both models predicted higher integral fluxes than observed, by up to a factor of ~5 at high latitudes close to the planet on L shells inside Io’s orbit. Flux predictions reach over an order of magnitude higher than the measurements inside the orbit of Amalthea where Juno’s radial distance decreases to <1.3 RJ. This could indicate that pitch angle distributions are different than predicted (affecting the number of particles bouncing along the field lines Juno crosses at high latitudes), or that loss mechanisms with energy and pitch angle dependence are underestimated (e.g., particle precipitations into loss cones or losses from the emptying of drift shells).

Measured departures of the magnetic field from VIP4 model predictions (discussed in Bolton et al. [2017]) may also contribute to the differences, as VIP4 field predictions were used to derive the modeled fluxes. As noted by Bolton et al. [2017] the magnetic field is not well characterized close to the planet by existing field models, given limited prior observations near Jupiter’s surface.
Empirical models of the radiation belts such as Garrett et al. [2005] depend on fitting parameters which are constrained by in situ data and field model assumptions. Field model inaccuracies and the absence of constraining in situ data can produce incorrect fitting parameters for unexplored regions. Physics-based models such as Santos-Costa and Bolton [2008] face similar challenges as they also depend on magnetic field models, initial conditions constrained by in situ data, and assumptions about modes of transport and diffusive and nonstochastic loss mechanisms. Without prior in situ data or a realistic field model to constrain radiation belt models close to the planet, the discrepancies seen between predictions and measurements are possible.

RM count rate measurement accuracy is good to within 22% [Becker et al., 2017] and the measurements of the three instruments are very consistent; therefore, the differences between predicted and measured counts suggest to us that the intensity or spectral distribution of electrons > 5 MeV is different than expected close to the planet. Differential intensities and energy spectra above 10 MeV can be estimated where simultaneous observations by the RM instruments are available, given their different sensitivities to high-energy particles. Future work will utilize the integral > 5 MeV and > 10 MeV intensities shown here, as well as our knowledge of the differing sensitivities of the instruments to energies above 10 MeV (Figure 2). The SRU and ASC show differing responses during some of the coordinated observations. This could provide additional spectral constraints for these locations. Electron flux data from the JEDI investigation (~20–1000 keV) will further guide the analysis, and Juno’s ongoing longitude mapping of the inner magnetosphere will be very important to our understanding of the data. The Magnetic Field Investigation, JEDI, and Microwave Radiometer investigation will provide key data sets.

We have presented in situ measurements of MeV electrons derived using penetrating particle signatures in images from Juno’s heavily shielded instruments. Coordinated observations provide spectral information given differing instrument shielding and sensitivity. Signatures suggestive of satellite absorption were observed. Juno is the first spacecraft to explore the inner edge of the high-latitude lobes in situ, and measured MeV fluxes were lower than predicted. RM measurements show great promise in aiding our understanding of Jupiter’s radiation belts, particularly within the inner edges of Jupiter’s radiation belts. Enhanced particle counts were observed while crossing Jupiter’s polar regions. In future orbits, a greater number of SRU images will be collected near expected crossings of the northern and southern auroral ovals (coordinated with JIRAM and ASC imaging when compatible) to corroborate inferred flux levels detected by the onboard ASC particle counter and aid the further study of the energy spectra of these events.
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